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    The intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bondings have been examined for poly(vinyl 
alcohol) (PVA) films with different tacticities by CP/MAS 13C NMR spectroscopy and a statistical 
calculation. The CH resonance line splits into a triplet, lines I, II, and III, due to the formation of two, 
one, and no intramolecular hydrogen bond(s) in the triad sequences for the crystalline and noncrystal-
line components, respectively. The integrated fractions of lines I, II, and III have been statistically 
calculated using a structure model based on the crystal structure proposed by Sakurada et al., where 
the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds are formed at certain probabilities for all 

possible triad-tetrad or triad-triad pairs in the neighboring two chains. The observed fractions, which 
are determined by the lineshape analysis of the CH triplet, are in good accord with the calculated 
fractions for different PVA samples. On the basis of these results, the characteristic intramolecular 
and intermolecular hydrogen bondings are discussed for the crystalline and noncrystalline compo-
nents of almost atactic PVA films in the dried or hydrated state as well as for the crystalline 
components of dry syndiotacticity-rich and isotacticity-rich PVA films. 

KEY WORDS: High-Resolution Solid-State 13C NMR / Poly(vinyl alcohol) / 
            Crystal Structure / Hydrogen Bonding / Effect of Water / 
            Tacticity/ 

                       INTRODUCTION 

   High-resolution solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy, which is frequently abbreviat-
ed as cross polarization/magic angle spinning (CP/MAS) 13C NMR spectroscopy, is 
very powerful in characterizing the structure and molecular motion of crystalline and 
noncrystalline regions of different polymers. We have already investigated the struc-
ture of the crystalline and amorphous regions as well as the interfacial region, which 
may be defined as a transition region between the crystalline and noncrystalline 
regions, for isothermally crystallized polyethylene," uniaxially oriented 
polyethylene,2.3> super-drawn polyethylene,") high-pressure crystallized polyethylene,5> 
isothermally crystallized polypropylene') and poly(tetramethylene oxide).7> Similar 13C 
NMR analyses were also applied to the detailed characterization of the crystalline and 
noncrystalline structures of native cellulose,8-12) amylose,13> and dextran,l"> and of 
the molecular motion of poly(methyl methacrylate)s with different tacticities,15> 
terephthalic-acid polyesters with different lengths of the methylene sequences,15'17> and 
Si containing polyacetylene derivatives') in the glassy and rubbery states. 

  * N3: On leave from Shanghai College of Petrochemical Technology, Jinshanwei, Shanghai, 
    PRC. 

** JR# X ilC, /J' E- : Laboratory of Fundamental Material Properties, Institute for Chemical 
    Research, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan. 
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   The information about the hydrogen bonding associated with OH groups is also 

obtained by CP/MAS 13C NMR spectroscopy. In solid poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),19-21u 

as shown in Figure 1, the CH resonance line splits into a triplet with the splitting width 

of about 5 ppm, which is much larger than the width of the triplet induced by the 

different triad tacticities, mm, mr, and rr in the solution-state spectrum shown as a 

stick-type spectrum in Figure 1. Such a large splitting is ascribed to the formation of 

the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the mm and mr sequences as depicted for a 

PVA chain with the planar zigzag conformation at the top of Figure 1; a larger 

downfield shift will be induced for the CH carbon I when the OH group chemically 

bonded to this carbon forms the intramolecular hydrogen bonds with the OH groups on 

both sides in the mm sequence. In contrast, a smaller or no downfield shift may be 

observed for the CH carbon II or III bonded to the OH groups, which are associated 

with one or no intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the mr and rr sequences, respec-

tively. However, the relative intensities of the component lines of the triplet cannot be 

simply described in terms of the fractions of the mm, mr, and rr sequences even for 

the spectra of the crystalline and noncrystalline components, which were separately 

recorded using the difference in 13C spin-lattice relaxation times Tic of the two 

components."' This discordance suggests that the intermolecular hydrogen bonding, 
which may induce no downfield shift due to the weak deshielding effect"' may be 

formed at a certain probability even in the meso parts in the mm and mr sequences. 

In this paper, therefore, we statistically calculate the fractions of the CH carbons 

associated with the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bondings in the triad 

sequences and compare them with the relative intensities of the component lines I, II, 

and III of the CH triplet for PVA samples with different tacticities. 
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              Fig. 2 Crystal structure models (b-projections) proposed by 

                     Bunn (a) and Sakurada et al. (b). 

                  STATISTICAL CALCULATION 

   Although the crystal structure of PVA has intensively been studied by many 
research groups, the detailed structure has not yet been confirmed. In these investiga-
tions there is no conflict for a two-molecule monoclinic unit cell with a  = 7.83A, b 
2.52 A (fiber axis), c = 5.51A, andR92°.22-25)However, the relative positions of the 
molecular chains in the b-projection and the hydrogen bonding are still controversial 
subjects. 
   Figure 2 shows the projections of the molecular chains to the a-c plane in crystal 

structure models proposed by Bunn") and Sakurada et a!.,24) which are regarded as 

representative models of PVA at present. In both models oxygen atoms, which are 
drawn as larger circles, are randomly placed in either site of the two possible positions. 
However, there are significant differences in relative positions of the respective atoms 
and in the hydrogen bonds depicted by broken lines between these two models. Because 
of the simplicity of the hydrogen bonding, we adopt here the model proposed by 
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Sakurada et al. A similar statistical calculation will be also carried out somewhere for 

Bunn model. 

   According to the model of Sakurada et al. (Figure 2b), one neighboring PVA chain 

associated with the intermolecular hydrogen bonding with a given PVA chain is placed 

in the same unit cell or in the neighboring unit cell. The molecular chains connected 

through the intermolecular hydrogen bonding are shifted with each other by a half of 

the period (1.26A) along the b axis. Accordingly, we focus our attention on the mm and 

mr sequences along the central chain shown in Figure 3, and examine the formation 

of the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bondings for the possible pairs 

between the triad sequences in the central chain and the tetrad or triad sequences in 

the neighboring chains. As examples, three pairs of mm-mrr', mm-mrm', and mr-rr' 

are shown in Figure 3. Here, closed circles indicate the CH carbons associated with the 

triplet of the CP/MAS '3C NMR spectrum of PVA, and each sequence with prime 

simbols is a mirror image of the corresponding sequence without them. 

   Figures 4 and 5 show the formation of the intramolecular and intermolecular 

hydrogen bonds for the mm-mrr'and mr-mr pairs. Here, cases I, II, and III corre-

spond to the cases where two, one, and no intramolecular hydrogen bond(s) will be 

formed in the concerned triad sequence, and their fractions are related to the relative 

intensities of the component lines of the CH triplet in the CP/MAS 13C NMR spectrum 

as described later. In these figures, each arrow indicates the direction of the OH group 

and arrows drawn by broken lines indicate the plural possible hydrogen bonds for each 

OH group. For simplicity, we assume that each OH group in the central chain in 

question, which corresponds to the left-side chain for each pair shown in Figures 4 and 
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5, forms either intramolecular or intermolecular hydrogen bond at a certain probabil-

ity without being influenced by the existence of the OH groups in the neighboring 

chains. On the other hand, we consider the influence of the OH groups (shown by 
broken lines) adjacent to the OH groups of the concerned triad sequence in the same 

chain as follows; only meso-type OH groups of such adjacent groups can form the 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding with the OH groups located at both ends of the triad 

sequence in the central chain and the probability of the formation of the intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding is assumed to be afm for the latter OH groups. Here,  fm is the fraction 

of the meso sequence and a is the probability that the H atoms of the adjacent OH 

groups do not participate in the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in question. Since 
there are four oxygen atoms associated with an intramolecular or intermolecular 

hydrogen bond with the adjacent OH group in question, a ranges from 0.75 to 0. In 

Figures 4 and 5, the number of possible cases is shown for each pair, which is estimated 

by assuming that the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds are formed at 

an equal probability. 

   Similar estimations are conducted for all possible triad i-tetrad j or triad i-triad 

j pairs and the fractions J , f;", fun' of cases I, II, and III are calculated for each i-j 

pair. Then, the total fractions- l,F,11of cases I, II, and III are given by 

Fl =gmmM gifmmil(1) 

F,I=gmml gifmmill+gmr1 gifmry'll(2) 
       11 

                 Fur— gm.m gifmmil"+g-mr~ g; fmmilll+grr(3) 

where gmm, gmr, and grr are the fractions of the mm, mr, and rr sequences, respective-

ly, and g; are the fractions of triad or tetrad sequences j. Table 1 files the fractions of 

                                                                  L", and L." calculated for 16 mm-tetrad pairs and 8 mr-triad pairs by assuming 
that the probabilities of the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bondings are 

P. and Pe (Pe+pe=1), respectively. 
   On the other hand, the fractions Fa and Fe of the OH groups associated with the 

intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bondings can be also calculated by the 

following equations, respectively; 

               Fa=gmm'- gifmmia+gmrZ g. fmria(4) 
ii 

Fe=1—Fa(5) 

Here, fmmia and fmr;a are the fractions of the central OH gorups in the mm and mr 

sequences which from the intramolecular hydrogen bonds for the mm-tetrad j and 

mr-triad j pairs, respectively. Table 2 summarizes f;as for the respective i-j pairs. 
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                   Table l Fractions of Cases I, II, and III for Different Triad-Tetrad and Triad-Triad Pairs

           No.      Pa至r          .匹ノ              んH                んIH

           l         mm-〃amm                p 2a (ape十afm%a)/!if        pa(7」ウ82十safmpape十 α脇21》a2)/A;        ρ8(」ウθ十碗)己)(2ρ¢十af,,,pa)/ノ1/

           2,3          -mmr, r'mm        pa2(5pe十2afmpa)/A;     pa(8peZ-1-IOaf,,,pape十2a2fm2paz)/Ai    pe(pez十4af,,,pape十2a2fm2pa2)/A;

           4,5          L7?2YY', rフ・ノm         jか42(Ope十241論メ)α)/ノ1,      ρα(6メ)e2十86垢1ρ4ρθ十2α『1魏2ρ42)/ノ15           メ)8(pe十鴫 ρ4)2/1i,

           6,7         -mrnx', mノγ'〃Z     fi 2a(ape十`Ldﾎmpa)/ノ4;      pa(p 2e十ﾔafmﾎ%¢pe十2a2f 2m」ウ42)/14;         ご垢 ρ4)2(pe十卿 ∂/ノ15

           8,9           -YY/r Y'Yア'         Aaz(3pθ十2鴫 ρ∂/ノ{,      ρα(3p ze 十6鴫 ραρe十2α垢2ρ α2)/A;          瞬 ρ罐e(ρ2十一卿 α)/ノ1∫                      QD

           10  ・rm'y'   pa2(pe+afmpa)/A;   pa(カ。+afmpa)2/A;      O       x

           11           ・γ'mr              メ》62(2pe一トaﾎmpa)/A;       pa(21)～十4卿 α1)e十  zf:p 2d  m  a)/ノ生」          鴫 ρ砂θ(pe十af,,,p∂/A;                     閃

(          ・     12,13       -rmノ〃〆, mノ〃z'Y'    ヵα2(ρθ十2afmpa)/14ゴ          2砺 ρα2(≠騨ε→一妬 ρα)/14;                    O                           xO

峯   ・4,・5 -r'rnx', m'・ ・ 2p・2(pe+afmp。)/A; ・af,,,p・2(・p・+afmpa)/4…   垢2ρ・2ρ・/A;    署
           16          ・〃z'〃z'm'             afmiウa3/A;                 妬2ρ α3/ノ1、ゴ                         0                           ぎL

           17 mr-mm     O    pa(4pe+afmpa)/A,    pe(3pe+2afmpa)IA,     ;,0           

18    -mr         O        pa(3pe+af,,,pa)/A;       pe(pe+afmPa)IA,         z

           19         -rr/                    0    .            メ》¢(Zpe十{垢1ρ4)/A;               ρε(クε十a」mpa)/11」                    -

           20           _yノ〃Z                      o                    pa(3pε十6垢 ρ∂/A;                 pe(pe十2妬1)∂/ノ1,

           21        -yrn'                  0                     1.0                         0

           22          -〃Z'γ' 1                   0                    ρ4(pe十afmpa)/A;                    6卿 ψθ/ノ1,

           23      ・〆r             O           pa(2pe十a」mpa)/∠4;            卿 αφ8/A;

           24          -m'm'                   0                        1.0                            0

           A;sindicate the sums of the numerators for the respective pairs.
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    Table 2 Fractions of the OH Groups Associated with the Intramolecular Hydrogen 
            Bonding for Different Triad-Tetrad and Triad-Triad Pairs 

    No.Paira                                                                 f•; 

       1 mm-mmpa[af,,,pa2(1+afm)+2p, p (1+2afa)+4Pe2]/A; 
       2,3-mmr, r'mmpa[2afmp2(1+afm)+3pape(1+2afm)+4pe2]/A; 

        4,5-mrr', rr'mPa[afmpa2(1+afm)+3pape(1+2afm)+4pe2]/A; 
       6,7-mrm', m'r'mPer[ af pa2(1+ofm)+NPe(1+2afm)]/A, 

        8,9-rr'r, r'rr'2pa[afmpa2(1+afm)+P6Pe(1+2afm)+pe2]/A, 
      10-rm' r'pa[afmpa2(1+afm)+PaPe(1+2afm)+0]/A; 

      11-r'mrpa[afmpa2(1+afm)+pape(1+2afm)+pe2]IA; 
12,13 -rm'm', m'm'r'pa[2afmpa2(1+afm)+paPe(1+2afm)]/A, 

        14,15 -r'rm', m'm'r'pa[2afmpa2(1+afm)+pape(1+2afm)]/A; 
    16-m'm'm'. afmp2(1+afm)lA; 

    17mr-mmpa(afmpa+2pe)/A; 
   18-mYpa(afmpa+2Pe)/A; 

   19-rr'pa(afmpa+pe)/A; 
   20-r'mPa(afmpa+pe)VAi 
 21-rm'1.0 
  22-m'r'afmpa2 
   23-r'rpa(pe+afmpa)/ 
   24-m'm'(1+afm)/2 

A/s are the sums of the numerators shown in Table 1 for the respective pairs. 

        Table 3 Viscosity-Average Molecular Weights and Tacticities for Different 
                 PVA Samples. 

                   TriadDyad' 
        Sample M„ 

             mm mr rrm r 

S-PVA 69,960 0.19 0.48 0.330.43 0.57 
        A-PVA 74,800 0.23 0.50 0.270.48 0.52 
         I -PVA 13,200 0.57 0.35 0.080.76 0.24 

'calculated by the least-square method assuming Bernoullian statistics . 

                      EXPERIMENTAL 

Samples. PVA films with different tacticities were used in the dried state unless 

otherwise noted. The viscosity-average molecular weights and tacticities for the 

samples, which are coded as S-PVA, A-PVA, and I-PVA according to the triad 

tacticities, are filed in Table 3. The detailed methods for the preparation and charac-

terization of the samples were described in the previous paper.211 
   '3C NMR measurements . High-resolution solid-state 13C NMR measurements were 
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carried out at room temperature on a JEOL JNM-FX200 spectrometer equipped with 
a JEOL variable temperature/magic angle spinning (VT/MAS) unit under a static 
magnetic field of 4.7T. 'H and 13C radiofrequency field strengths yB1/2it were 69 kHz 
for the CP process and in most of pulse sequences used in this work, whereas the 'H 
field strength was reduced to 59 kHz for the dipolar decoupling process. A cylinder-

type MAS rotor with an 0-ring seal10"21) was used for dried and hydrated samples to 

prevent the absorption of moisture or the loss of water during NMR measurements. 
The detailed procedure of NMR measurements was almost the same as described in 
the previous paper.2 ) 

                   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   In Figure 6 the fractions F1, F,, and Fm, which were calculated for Pa= pe=0.5 and 

a=0.25 or 0.75 by eqs. (1)-(3), are plotted against the meso fraction f,,,. For comparison, 
the fractions of the mm, mr, and rr sequences, that were estimated from fm assuming 
Bernoullian statistics, are also shown as broken lines in this figure. With increasing fm, 
the fractions F, and Fill more prominently deviate from the fractions of mm and mr 
sequences, respectively. In case II, the fraction is almost in accord with the fraction of 

the mr sequence for fm<0.5, but the deviation becomes much enhanced for fm>0.5. 
These results indicate that the effect of the intermolecular hydrogen bonding, which is 
formed in the meso parts of the mm and mr sequences, becomes much clearer for 
larger fm values. Moreover, larger a values seem to enhance the discordances between 
two corresponding fractions mentioned above. This may be related to the terminal 

effect of the concerned triad; when the a value is increased, the OH groups at both 
sides of the concerned triad form the intramolecular hydrogen bonding at a higher 

probability with the oxygen atoms adjacent to these OH groups in the same molecule 
and this leads to the reduction in the probability of the intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding in the interior of the triad sequence. 

   In Figure 7 the fractions F, F1,, and Fin are ploted as a function of pa for fm=0.5 
and a=0.25 or 0.75. Interestingly, the fractions F1 and F,1 are considerably high even 
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for very low  pa values, although those values cannot be calculated for pa=0 by eqs. (1) 
and (2). This may be due to that some OH groups of the mm and mr sequences 
exclusively form the intramolecular hydrogen bonding without any possibility of the 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding. On the other hand, fractions F1 and Fm are gradually 
increased with increasing pa, while F„ is monotonously decreased. Finally, F, Fn, and 
F111 tend to approach to the fractions 0.25, 0.50, and 0.25 of the mm, mr, and rr 

sequences, respectively. This tendency is somewhat more appreciable for a smaller a 
value, although there seems to be no large difference in fractions F, F,,, and Flu for 

different a values. 
   In Figure 8 the fraction Fa of the OH groups associated with the intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding, which was calculated by eq. (4), is plotted against the fraction fm for 
a=0.5 and pa=0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. Fraction Fa is almost linearly increased with 
increasing fm for the respective pa values and, as is expected, a higher pa value gives 
a higher Fa for each fm. In this case there was also no large difference in Fa for 
different a values. 
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   As described in the previous paper,21' we measured CP/MAS 13C NMR spectra of 
the crystalline and noncrystalline components of PVA films with different tacticities 

and determined the relative intensities of the CH triplets by the lineshape analyses. 
Figure 9 shows the results of the lineshape analyses for the CH resonance lines of the 
crystalline components of dry S-PVA, A-PVA, and I-PVA, which were measured by 
the CPT1 pulse sequence2) at room temperature. Here, each line was assumed to be 
described as a Gausssian. 

   Table 4 files the integrated fractions of lines I, II, and III of the CH triads obtained 
for different PVA films by the lineshape analyses. In this table the calculated fractions 

F, F,, and Flu of the corresponding CH carbons, which were obtained from eqs. (1)-(3) 
using the least-square method so as to fit them with the observed fractions, are also 
shown together with pa and Fa values. Here, the a value was assumed to be 0.5 in every 
case, because this value is close to the arithmetic average of possible a values. The 

calculated fractions fairly well agree with the observed ones except for I-PVA. 
Interestingly, the probability pa of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding for the 
crystalline component is much less for S-PVA than for A-PVA, although the difference 
in meso content is only 0.05 between these two samples as seen in Table 3. This 
suggests that the intermolecular hydrogen bonding may be preferentially formed for 
samples with the fm value less than some threshold value. In contrast, for the almost 
atactic PVA (A-PVA) there is no large difference in probabilities of the intramolecular 
and intermolecular hydrogen bondings; pa=0.32 and pe=0.68. In I-PVA, however, the 
accordance between the two fractions is not so good. This may be due to that pa 

depends on the sort of i-j pairs particularly for the samples with higher isotacticities. 
For example, pa may be high for mm-m'm'r' pair in the mm-rich two chains where 
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  Table 4 Observed and Calculated Fractions of the CH Carbons I, II, and III for Different PVA 
           Samples. 

                     Observed fraction Calculated fraction 
Sample p°°Fab 

I II III I II III 

   Crystalline 
S-PVA0.064 0.350 0.586 0.048 0.364 0.588 0.08 0.239 

   A-PVA0.109 0.457 0.434 0.090 0.473 0.437 0.32 0.343 
A-PVA, hydrated' 0.154 0.513 0.333 0.143 0.522 0.335 0.74 0.455 

    I -PVA0.386 0.351 0.263 0.368 0.519 0.113 0.89 0.744 

Noncrystalline 
   A-PVA0.170 0.493 0.337 0.147 0.524 0.329 0.77 0.467 

'Probability of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding. b Fraction of OH groups associated 
    with the intramolecular hydrogen bonding, which was calculated according to eq.(4). cThe 

   water content is 18% as described by (g H2O/g PVA) X 100%. 

almost all OH groups are located at the opposite sites with each other. In contrast, 

when these OH groups in the two chains are placed at the same side, pa should become 

low, for example, for mm-mmr pair. 

   On the other hand, the fractions of CH carbons I and II increase by about 0.05 for 

the crystalline component of hydrated A-PVA compared to those for dried A-PVA. 

According to the statistical calculation above mentioned, this change is induced by the 

increase of pa from 0.32 to 0.74 upon the absorption of water. The x-ray crystal 

structure analysis revealed that water does not change the crystal lattice of PVA 27 

However, 13C spin-lattice relaxation times of the CH and CH2 carbons for the crystal-

line component of A-PVA are significantly decreased by the addition of water.20•2" 

Accordingly, a small amount of water, which is not enough to expand the crystal 

lattice, must diffuse into the crystalline region and break exclusively the inter-

molecular hydrogen bonding. As a result, new intramolecular hydrogen bonds will be 

produced in the mm, and mr sequences, leading to the increase in F1 and F11. This 
change may also allow the enhancement in molecular mobility of PVA chains in the 

crystalline region. 

   As for the noncrystalline component of dry A-PVA, the observed fractions of the 

CH carbons are very close to those for the crystlline component of hydrated A-PVA. 

This may suggest that the local structure of PVA chains in the noncrystalline region 

is almost the same as that in the crystalline region as long as it is examined through 

the hydrogen bonding in the triad sequence. Nevertheless, there must be some freedom 

for OH groups to form the intramolecular hydrogen bonding at higher probability (pa= 

0.74) even in the dried state possibly because of the higher molecular mobility in the 

noncrystalline region. 

   Finally, we briefly discuss about the results expected when we adopt Bunn model. 

There are also two sites, A and B, for each oxygen atom in this model (Figure 2(a)) but 

one of these (site B) is associated with two intermolecular hydrogen bonds as indicated 

by broken lines in this figure. In site B, therefore, we must elucidate the intramolecular 
and intermolecular hydrogen bondings between the central chain and two neighboring 
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chains, whereas the same threatment is possible in site A as for the case of the model 
of Sakurada at al. The increase of the number of the neighboring chains should result 

in the increase of the fractions of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds if the probabil-

ities of the respective hydrogen bondings stay constant. This will lead to the reduction 

in fractions F, and F11. Accordingly, Pa values should be increased in Bunn model 

compared to the case of the model of Sakurada et al. if the good fit with the observed 

fractions is expected. More detailed discussion will be described somewhere after the 

statistical calculation is carried out using Bunn model. 
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